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Welcome to the first D3D Newsletter of 2024! We’ve wrapped up a busy 2023 and are highlighting our latest exciting updates related to film production, theater installations and new technology!

CINÉFOLIO NEWS: Q4 DEALS EXPAND NETWORK

D3D welcomes four new members to the popular Cinéfolio platform, its turnkey hardware financing and content/service subscription.

Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
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NHM, a longtime Cinéfolio client at the Page Museum at the La Brea Tar Pits, has selected D3D as its cinema integration and content partner for a 400-seat theater in the natural history museum’s new west wing – the Commons (opening Q3, 2024). The venue launch will feature a signature version of the T. rex film, customized to tell the story of the museum’s iconic Thomas specimen.

“Year over year D3D has offered premium technology, support and content, a relationship that dates back over a decade at the Tar Pits. We’re excited to expand our partnership into the Commons and to co-produce a film on Thomas, highlighting our gallery and tyrannosaur growth series. Signature films are a home run, and Cinéfolio offers programs that can align with just about every exhibition.” 

– Mara Naiditch, Assistant Vice President of Marketing

Auckland War Memorial Museum
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Auckland, New Zealand’s premiere culture/natural history museum opened their new Cinéfolio theater prior to the holidays. The initial pop-up venue is hosted in a traveling exhibition before moving to its permanent home in Q1. The subscription launched with Museum Alive and Dinosaurs of Antarctica and will feature T. rex beginning in Q2.

“We were attracted to Cinéfolio for three primary reasons: the ability to enter the cinema business without a capital investment, D3D’s track record amplifying revenues for museums, and the upcoming T. rex film. Having just completed a blockbuster – precedent-shattering – exhibition featuring T. rex, we know full well the power of this animal to drive attendance to record highs!”

– Tim Hart, Chief Operations Officer

Adventure Aquarium 
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Philadelphia’s popular aquarium in Camden has joined D3D’s Cinéfolio family. Formerly a 4D venue, film programming will feature content aimed at young and family audiences, drawing from D3D’s extensive ocean film portfolio.

“D3D continues to be a great technology partner. The move from 4D to 3D – and featuring a DCI-compliant projection system – has really opened the door to more versatile programming, including the deep bench of content from the Cinéfolio platform.” 

– Rebecca Kalitz, Director of Finance

IMAG History & Science Center

[image: alt]The Ft. Myers-based museum has selected D3D to furnish a DCI cinema system upgrade, manage support and provide content through the Cinéfolio subscription.

“Our plan was to revitalize an aging auditorium with the latest in 3D cinema technology, offering IMAG’s visitors with a wider selection of film content. D3D’s specializes in such retrofits, and the quality of our theater experience is now top tier. I encourage anyone with an aging or underutilized museum space to consider Cinéfolio.”

– Matthew Johnson, Executive Director

EXPLORE CINÉFOLIO

 

PRODUCTION NEWS: T. REX ANTICIPATION BUILDS

Enthusiasm for D3D/GSF’s upcoming T. rex film roars to new heights as museum theater teams plan for a blockbuster summer run. The film was ranked the number one most anticipated coming soon project by museum industry buyers at the Giant Screen Cinema Association’s fall conference. Pre-leases are on track for T. rex to launch in over 100 cities in 2024.

Principal photography is complete, editing and CGI animation is underway. Visit the COMING SOON project site for more information and a sneak peek at behind-the-scenes updates. www.trex-film.com

Contact D3D for leasing information.

 “GSF’s dinosaur shows are always a hit. When this team announced that they were bringing T. rex to giant screens, count us in!”

Richard Morrison, Acting Director, Commercial Operations, Museums Victoria

“A primal prehistoric predator (of prodigious proportions), T. rex will evoke wide-eyed amazement from all!”   

Joel A. Bartsch, President and CEO, Houston Museum of Natural Science

“Having been privy to a bit of behind-the-scenes intel, the on-camera discovery captured for this film is beyond exciting!” 

Amanda Bennett, Vice President, Marketing & Communications, Denver Museum of Nature & Science

“We’re proud to be a partner on this epic film. You just can’t ask for a bigger topic.”

Dave Duszynski, President, Mercury Museum Services, Cincinnati Museum Center

“This movie is going to be a can’t-miss!”

Sharlene Argyres, COO, New Mexico Museum of Natural History Foundation
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BIRDLY NEWS: INTRODUCING BIRDLY WORLD POWERED BY GOOGLE EARTH

D3D and Somniacs are thrilled to present BIRDLY WORLD, a game-changing experience for the groundbreaking Birdly flight simulator platform.  The new feature combines the power of Google Earth VR with the coolest, most buzz-worthy game controller on the planet. Flyers can now drop a pin anywhere on Earth, set the time of day, and experience the exhilaration of free-flying through 3D twinned cities, world wonders, nature destinations or their own backyard.

Built on the intuitive biomechanics of winged flight, Birdly World unlocks custom graphics and gamified features, such as scavenger hunts, infographics, multiplayer modes and Easter Eggs, like in-game portals to new worlds and micro-experiences as alternate avatars. Representing a culmination of years of R&D, Birdly World takes location-based flight simulator experiences to new heights.

WATCH TRAILER
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“When D3D partnered with Somniacs to launch the Birdly experience into museums, nearly seven years ago, we knew full well that the true power of the platform would come to bear when the entirety of the planet was available to explore – every city, every museum’s home turf,” said Don Kempf, President of D3D Cinema. “At last, Birdly World, powered by Google Earth, delivers on the promise of the full Birdly experience. Couple this with the rich and gamified portfolio already available on the platform – Jurassic Flight, Manta Dive, Butterfly, Wingsuit Racer, and more – and Birdly offers the most fun full-body sim on the market. 

“The opportunities for Birdly World in the edu-tainment arena are boundless, both for mission programming and private events,” added Mark Katz, Senior Vice President of Distribution. “It’s excellent for exhibit pairings – any topic – world cultures, natural wonders, Egypt, Greece, Pompeii, Mayans, etc. The portability of Birdly allows for offsite promotions – like tradeshows or festivals – to drive traffic and generate tremendous word of mouth. The experience is highly sponsorable, highly customizable. In short, Birdly has always been a special location-based platform…but Birdly World is a whole new ballgame.”

Contact D3D for a customized gameplay sizzle-reel featuring a flight around your city or institution, or to learn more about the technology, operations, user interface, integrated social media tools and terms for rental, lease or purchase.

ABOUT BIRDLY

Birdly is a synthesis of haptic engineering, robotics, game design, bio-mechanics, and virtual reality. Unlike the side-effects of conventional VR, Birdly eliminates the nauseating sensory disconnect by taking the rider’s body on the journey in perfect visual, acoustic and gravitational synchronicity. In short, Birdly offers museums an exhilarating, Instagram-friendly, buzzy, revenue-generating attraction, a novel and experiential approach to science storytelling.

“MIND-BLOWING”

Darren Durocher, TELUS World of Science

“A GAME CHANGER”

Mara Naiditch, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County

“AN AMAZING CROWD-PLEASER… A HOME RUN”

Stephanie Ratcliffe, The Wild Center

“THE BEST SIM ON THE WORLD’S COOLEST CONTROLLER”

Joel Locket, Moody Gardens Aquarium & Convention Center

“BIRDLY IS MONEY, PURE AND SIMPLE”

Megan Williams, The Field Museum

Contact D3D for a customized gameplay sizzle-reel featuring a flight around your city or institution, or to learn more about the technology, operations, user interface, integrated social media tools and terms for rental, lease or purchase.

SNAPSHOTS:

IN MEMORIAM: JUDE LEAK TRIBUTE

[image: alt]The team at GSF is deeply sorry to share the news that our friend and creative collaborator, Jude Leak, passed away in September of 2023. Jude was an award-winning editor who brought her incredible storytelling instincts to our prehistoric productions.

Jude’s gift for narrative helped our team create science adventures that span the globe and travel through deep time, seamlessly connecting the work of modern researchers to stories of Earth’s incredible ancient inhabitants. She had a natural understanding of how to build exciting stories capturing the wonder of discovery and revealing the process of science.

“Jude could often create clever juxtapositions and find nuggets of revealing footage that we had overlooked or never thought of,” said director Dave Clark. “So much of the creative process happens in the editing room and Jude exceeded our expectations every time.”

“It was always a real joy to work with Jude,” said producer Andy Wood. “We loved spending time in her studio in Chicago, where we worked hard and had a lot of good laughs. We are so grateful to have known her as a colleague and a friend.”

DINOSAURS OF ANTARCTICA AWARDED ‘BEST MARKETING CAMPAIGN’

[image: alt]Dinosaurs of Antarctica won “Best Marketing Campaign by a Distributor” at the fall GSCA conference. The campaign was an innovative initiative to maintain theater visibility with key audiences throughout the pandemic, laying the groundwork for strong attendance for the film’s theatrical relaunch, all thanks to generous support from the National Science Foundation.



CINÉFOLIO ADDS JANE GOODALL: REASONS FOR HOPE FROM COSMIC PICTURE

[image: alt]D3D is proud to announce the addition of Jane Goodall: Reasons for Hope from Cosmic Picture to the Cinéfolio content library! Drawing on decades of work by the world’s most famous living ethologist and environmentalist, Jane Goodall: Reasons for Hope, is an uplifting journey around the globe to highlight good news stories that will inspire people to make a difference in the world around them.

 (more…)
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Full Newsletter Available Here

IN PRODUCTION: T. REX Completes Principal Photography

Opening Late Spring 2024 | Pre-Leasing Now

PRODUCTION UPDATE – BIG NEWS ON THE HORIZON

With CGI animation well underway, Giant Screen Films has wrapped principal photography on its upcoming museum-cinema dinosaur odyssey. The prehistoric settings and science journey will take audiences from the otherworldly forests and wetlands of New Zealand and Florida to the buttes and badlands of present-day Montana and North Dakota.

The GSF team was privileged to embed with an outstanding Hell Creek dinosaur dig expedition over the summer. With cameras rolling, the crew captured an unexpected, truly remarkable discovery that shook the crew and scientists to the core, soon to be an international news story.

“The GSF team cannot wait to announce what unfolded in front of us over the past two months,” said Andy Wood, Writer/Producer. “We never could have planned what we fortuitously captured – an extraordinary and inspiring story poised to make global headlines! We set out to chronicle life in the field of a typical Hell Creek dino dig and ended up rolling on an historical paleontological discovery. It’s a feel-good narrative impossible to script…taking this immersive movie to new heights!”

REX REDUX – MEET THE NEW BOSS. SAME AS THE OLD BOSS.

Working with top tyrannosaur scientists, a coalition of natural history institutions, and pioneering paleo and visual effects artists, GSF’s original giant screen production on this iconic dinosaur—and its carnivorous Cretaceous cousins—aims to shine new light on a legendary animal. With hat tips to famous specimens, landmark discoveries, and wild cinematic depictions over the last century, the film will explore the interplay between speculation and evidence, revealing how the process of science refreshes and reimagines our understanding of the tyrant king.

“We’re eager to bring the G.O.A.T. – the greatest of all tyrants – back to life in fun and surprising ways,” says David Clark, Director. “The film will cover a lot of new territory while delivering on the quintessential promises of a T. rex cinematic experience— the dinky arms, super senses, rex-on-rex fights, pack hunts, baby rexlings, a climactic face-off with a three-horned nemesis, giant pterosaurs, the extinction cataclysm, and much, much more.”

PRE-LEASING NOW

With over 50 markets signed, T. REX roars into theaters in late spring 2024. The family-friendly film will be supported with a suite of curricular materials and merchandise, including a companion graphic novel, curated curriculum assets, extensive social kit, merchandise package, and more.

For pre-leasing and production coalition inquiries, please contact Giant Screen Films.
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MUSEUM NEWS: D3D Cinema Welcomes Centro de Ciencias Explora
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D3D Cinema is proud to have been selected by the Centro de Ciencias Explora (Explora Science Centre) to design and install its new digital 3D cinema system in a once-in-a-generation upgrade of Explora’s Giant Screen Theater. D3D will replace the IMAX 15-perf/70mm film-based projector with dual fourth-generation Barco® SP4K 3D laser projectors, complemented by a next-generation Dolby ATMOS® sound system. The experience on the 22.5 meter (74 foot) wide screen will dazzle with high-resolution imagery, enhanced color reproduction, extreme contrast ratio and astounding acoustic depth and fidelity.

The new D3D cinema system will provide potential, performance and flexibility far beyond the capabilities of the former projection equipment in a far more user-friendly and easy-to-maintain configuration. A full alternative content package will allow Explora to present a far wider selection of mission-related content than ever previously possible. The new system will enable new programming dimensions like specialty cinema, broadcast and streaming content, as well as turn the theater into a flexible and capable event space for everything from lectures, conferences and presentations to private rentals, gaming competitions and artistic exhibitions.

“As we seek to fulfill Explora’s mission of linking our society with science, we’ve found that immersive cinema is an outstanding means of providing our visitors with educational, memorable and entertaining content.  D3D Cinema has provided us with a technical solution that offers the best combination of quality, price and flexibility to offer the greatest variety of content, increasing the positive impact of our institution within the community.” 

Gerardo Ibarra Aranda, CEO, Centro de Ciencias Explora, León, Mexico
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CONTENT PORTFOLIO NEWS: Cinéfolio Subscription Platform Adds 3 News SK Films Titles

BLUE WHALES: Follow a long-lost blue whale pod in a remote corner of the ocean, where no scientists or film crews have previously explored.

Produced by Oceanic Films and SK Films in association with the National Science Foundation, Tangled Bank Studios, and the California Science Center. 

Narrated by Andy Serkis

ARCTIC: OUR FROZEN PLANET:  As our warming planet upsets the natural balance of the Arctic, scientists are now discovering that what happens here, affects us all.

Produced by BBC Earth. 

Narrated by Benedict Cumberbatch

WINGS OVER WATER: Follow the epic journeys of three amazing bird families – the Sandhill Crane, the Yellow Warbler and the Mallard Duck – across mountains, deserts, cities and forests.

Produced by Dorsey Pictures, Archipelago Films, and SK Films in association with National Audubon Society and Ducks Unlimited. 

Narrated by Michael Keaton 

EXPLORE CINÉFOLIO
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS: Moody Gardens Implements D3D’s Enterprise Digital Signage Solution

D3D is pleased to announce the launch of it’s dynamic, capture-amplifying digital display platform at Moody Gardens Hotel, Attractions, Golf Course, and Convention Center. The technology will integrate box office, wayfinding, promotions, and media under a unified and automated LED signage control mainframe.

“We are honored to be working with Moody Gardens across their attractions, expanding on our longtime collaboration spanning cinema and media solutions. As D3D pushes deeper into the digital display sector at museums and attractions, working within the aquarium, visitor center, hotel and convention center that Moody’s campus offers is a colorful feather in our cap,” said Don Kempf, President and Founder of D3D. “This initial display integration is just the first stage of a scalable project that will grow to incorporate diverse areas of visitor engagement. The beauty of the phased approach is that our clients can start small and expand incrementally once the mainframe is built, adding anything from box office displays to exterior, giant video walls.”

The new D3D cinema system will provide dramatic new potential and performance to Explora in a more user-friendly, powerful and easy-to-maintain equipment configuration. A full alternative content package will allow Explora to present a far wider selection of mission-related content than ever previously possible and will enable new programming dimensions like specialty cinema, broadcast and streaming content, as well as turn the theater into a flexible and capable event space for everything from lectures, conferences and presentations to private rentals, gaming competitions and artistic exhibitions.

“D3D is marrying real-time information across our attractions, theaters, and facilities to maximize upsells and capture, while saving Moody staff an enormous amount of time. If you present the D3D team with a technology challenge…consider it solved.”

John Zendt, CEO, Moody Gardens
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BIRDLY NEWS: Birdly Soars into The Wild Center, Goes Viral

D3D is delighted to welcome the newest museum to the Birdly family: The Wild Center, located in Tupper Lake, NY. Launching with the new Butterfly experience, the Instagram-friendly Birdly has exploded the museum’s social media activity:

[image: alt]

“The Wild Center is thrilled to offer the Birdly experience to our visitors, in particular the Butterfly experience. What’s unfolding on social media is incredible! It’s great fun to watch friends and family on the simulator – nearly as fun as to fly on it – making Birdly an amazing crowd-pleaser. This kind of online attention is driving new traffic to the museum. A home run for mission, a home run for potential sponsors, and a grand slam for visitor engagement.” 

Stephanie Ratcliffe, Executive Director, The Wild Center
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 (more…)
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Full Catalog Available Here

MUSEUM NEWS: Welcome to the D3D Family

Discovery Park of America Upgrades Theater and Joins Cinéfolio Network

Discovery Park of America upgraded their former Starship Theater, renamed to “Discovery Theater”, by incorporating a state-of-the-art laser-illuminated 4K Digital 3D projection system. The new projection and sound systems include the latest high-efficiency laser projector on the market, with an advanced surround-sound system and a capable alternative-content system which provides significant new programming capabilities in the theater. Discovery Park also joins the Cinéfolio theater network with access to over 75 titles to bring to their community.

3D Laser Cinema & Birdly VR Soar into Cleveland!

D3D Cinema and the Cleveland Museum of Natural History joined forces to bring two new, immersive, science-focused storytelling experiences to Museum visitors: a state-of-the-art 3D laser cinema and two Birdly VR flight simulators. The Museum’s newly upgraded 3D cinema showcases films from D3D’s Cinéfolio portfolio, and two Birdly VR units complement the new cinema by featuring a choice of flying natural history avatars.

Denver Museum of Nature & Science upgrades to D3D’s Laser 4K 3D

D3D Cinema upgraded and replaced the pre-existing IMAX Digital system at the Denver Museum of Nature & Science with a state-of-the-art laser-illuminated 4K 3D projection system. The new projection and sound systems serve as the cornerstone in a generational upgrade of the giant-screen theater, which also included a renovation of the seating and other public areas of the theater.

New Bedford Whaling Museum Launches New Cinéfolio 3D Theater

The New Bedford Whaling Museum launched BIG BLUE PICTURES in Fall 2022, a new immersive 3D cinema experience at the museum, and the first and only 3D theater on the South Coast of Massachusetts.  D3D designed and installed the stunning new laser-illuminated cinema system, which will support and extend the museum’s mission to ignite learning and inspire their visitors, bringing fascinating subjects alive through compelling science and research adventure documentaries.



TO READ MORE, CLICK HERE

MILESTONES: D3D Surpasses 100 Museum Cinema Installations
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With the completion of the Q4 integrations, D3D is proud to have surpassed 100 cinema installations worldwide. This milestone includes venues in D3D’s Cinéfolio network, exhibition cinemas and 35 giant screens. Over the course of fourteen years, D3D has been at the forefront of technological innovation with numerous ‘firsts’ along the way, including the first 4K digital large format projection system, the first large format laser exhibition platform, the first giant dome cinema-optimized system, with more innovations on the horizon.

“We are proud to have hit this milestone in our mission to drive the vitality and growth of museum cinema. Our longtime aim has been to make the world’s most memorable immersive cinema experiences affordable and accessible to museums of all sizes,” said Derek Threinen, SVP, Distribution and Business Development at D3D Cinema.

TEAM NEWS: D3D Expands Leadership and West Coast Offices

In our continued commitment to the growth and vitality of a vibrant museum cinema network through the design and integration of the highest-quality systems and the delivery of sector-leading service and support, D3D has added some serious strength to our dedicated team with longtime industry veterans Rob Chaney and Chris Roles.

Chris Roles, Vice President of Operations: Chris has assumed his new role as D3D’s Vice President of Operations, applying his extensive knowledge and experience to D3D’s Project Management and Logistics efforts. Along with taking a vital role in the day-to-day operations of the business, Chris is also managing D3D’s Post Production facilities. Chris’ vast industry experience and knowledge has been developed over the better part of two decades of service with major D3D supplier Christie Digital Systems, Inc. He has worked in a variety of progressive roles, from Field Service and Service Management through Technical Sales Management and Sales Account Management. Chris is based in Roseburg, Oregon.

Rob Chaney, Vice President of Systems Engineering: Rob joins us as Vice President of Systems Engineering, bringing a wealth of experience from his most recent role at X20 Media in custom Digital Signage (HW/SW) solutions, along with over a dozen years’ expertise with major D3D supplier Barco, Inc. in Senior Technical and Product Applications Engineering roles.  In addition to supporting D3D’s Systems Engineering and training team, Rob will be developing new ancillary capture-amplifying technologies for our museum clients, including networked point-of-purchase, wayfinding, and promotional signage. Rob is based in Sacramento, CA.
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS: D3D Expands Into Capture-Amplifying Digital Signage Solutions to Drive Museum Cinema Attendance

From dynamic data point-of purchase boards, digital posters, and sale/wayfinding kiosks to projection mapping and networked displays, D3D is expanding into new media solutions aimed at maximizing upsells and capture.

D3D’s Digital Signage system has been designed expressly for museums and attractions as a capture-amplifying technology that drives interest and engagement, and facilitates visitor movement and follow-through.  Each custom design integrates dynamic data sources – from point-of-purchase menu boards, film schedules and digital posters to trailers and behind-the-scenes vignettes to capture the imagination of visitors across the museum campus. But the potential for this technology extends far beyond the cinema… from the number and location of available parking spots in the museum garage, to on-demand maps and wayfinding in the galleries, D3D’s cloud-based portal makes managing large or small installations of sleek and bright LED signage easy, enhancing the visitor experience throughout their time onsite.

“Digital Signage presents an opportunity for museums  to enhance the visitor experience by providing dynamic and interactive content that engages, educates, and entertains. With Digital Signage, museums can highlight their unique offerings, showcase their exhibits, and promote upcoming events in a visually stunning way, ultimately driving increased customer engagement and ticket sales,” said Rob Chaney, VP of Systems Engineering at D3D Cinema.

CONTENT PORTFOLIO NEWS: MacGillivray Freeman Films Joins the Cinéfolio Library

Cinéfolio has expanded to include over 75 titles from leading museum cinema producers such as GSF, Cosmic Pictures, K2 Studios, SK Films, BBC Earth, National Geographic, MacGillivray Freeman Films and more! In 2023 the Cinéfolio catalog will continue to expand with the addition of 10 new titles! “We are thrilled to include several outstanding MacGillivray Freeman Films documentaries in the Cinéfolio catalog. MFF’s track record of producing and distributing inspirational and engaging giant screen, museum documentary content for a period of over five decades is second to none,” said Andy Wood, SVP at D3D Cinema.

The latest addition to the Cinéfolio content portfolio comes from MacGillivray Freeman Films and will include INTO AMERICA’S WILD, NATIONAL PARKS ADVENTURE, ANCIENT CAVES and ASTRONAUT: OCEAN TO ORBIT. 

READ MORE
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BIRDLY NEWS: Butterfly Launches on Birdly Simulator Platform

Science centers have long offered airplane and rocket flight simulators, but Birdly delivers a full-body flying experience for natural history and technology enthusiasts alike including our newest avatar, a butterfly! Butterfly joins our expanding portfolio of Birdly experiences, alongside Wingsuit, Jurassic Flight, and Reef Dive.

Take to the skies on the wings of a butterfly to explore the role of pollinators in an urban garden ecosystem. Built with advanced game engine graphics, Butterfly is a groundbreaking, immersive journey through a photorealistic city habitat, featuring interactions with over three dozen plant, insect, bird, reptile and mammal species.

As a butterfly avatar, Birdly riders can unlock enhanced gamification features, such as slow-motion mode and the activation of super-senses to discover aspects of our world usually hidden from humans. Trigger UV-Vision to reveal unseen patterns on flowers and Smell-O-Vision to discover concealed insects by their pheromone trailers. Butterfly offers a big perspective through the eyes of the small.

“D3D is thrilled to be adding the beautiful and serene new Butterfly experience for Birdly. A perfect fit for natural history museums, nature centers, public gardens, aviary museums and butterfly pavilions,” said Mark Katz, SVP of Film Distribution and VR Experiences at D3D Cinema.

READ MORE
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New Bedford Whaling Museum Launches Cinéfolio 3D Theater

The New Bedford Whaling Museum launched BIG BLUE PICTURES in Fall 2022, a new immersive 3D cinema experience at the museum, and the first and only 3D theater on the South Coast of Massachusetts.  D3D designed and installed the stunning new laser-illuminated cinema system, which will support and extend the museum’s mission to ignite learning and inspire their visitors, bringing fascinating subjects alive through compelling science and research adventure documentaries.

“D3D has been exceptional to work with throughout the entire process as they delivered a seamless install that is tailored to our unique, multi-use space. We are very excited to provide such an immersive experience for our guests,” said Amanda McMullen, President and CEO of the New Bedford Whaling Museum

“We’re very proud to welcome the New Bedford Whaling Museum into the D3D family, and to provide this storied institution with powerful new tools and resources to help build on their mission to ignite learning through explorations of art, history, science and culture,” said Derek Threinen, SVP of Distribution and Business Development at D3D Cinema.

 (more…)

Cleveland Museum of Natural History Partners with D3D Cinema to Introduce Immersive Theater and Birdly VR Experiences 

D3D Cinema and the Cleveland Museum of Natural History have joined forces to bring two new, immersive, science-focused storytelling experiences to Museum visitors: a state-of-the-art 3D laser cinema and two Birdly VR flight simulators. Both attractions will open at the Museum on December 7, 2022.

The Museum’s newly upgraded Murch Auditorium 3D cinema will showcase films from D3D’s Cinefolio portfolio, aligned with the Museum’s renowned galleries and curated exhibits. The Museum’s permanent collections include a remarkable array of significant specimens, from dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals to Lucy, the famous early-human ancestor. The Cleveland Museum of Natural History also boasts the holotype skull of Nanotyrannus, making the Museum an important coalition partner for the upcoming Tyrannosaurus production by Giant Screen Films, created in association with leading natural history museums worldwide.

Two Birdly VR units will complement the new cinema. Birdly is a unique full-body, immersive flight-simulator experience designed for museum audiences—a synthesis of haptic engineering, robotics, game design, biomechanics, and virtual reality. The Museum will feature a choice of flying natural history avatars, from pterosaurs to birds, and will host the North American premiere of Butterfly, a new garden/pollinator POV flight simulator using next-level gaming graphics.

“The Museum is currently in the middle of the most dramatic transformation in our more than 100-year history, as we reimagine and expand our gallery spaces. Our new immersive cinema experience and the VR flight simulators will provide us with versatile opportunities to augment our exhibits and engage our guests for years to come,” said Meenakshi Sharma, Senior Vice President & Chief Strategy Officer at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History. “We are excited to partner with D3D and bring these enhanced guest experiences to our audience.”

Andy Wood, Senior VP with D3D, said, “We are thrilled to welcome the Cleveland Museum of Natural History into the Cinefolio network and the museum cinema family. One of the top natural history museums in the United States, the Museum packs a powerhouse punch with its collection—and we’re inspired to be producing new film content with its visionary team. It’s been a joy to work together, and we’re honored that they’ve selected D3D experiences to feature at their prestigious museum.”

 (more…)

D3D Cinema upgrades Dallas’ Perot Museum of Nature and Science theater with state-of-the-art cinema technology

Evanston, IL (August 9, 2022) – D3D Cinema is proud to announce the completion of a project to upgrade of the Perot Museum of Nature and Science’s Hoglund Foundation Theater.

D3D replaced the existing xenon-illuminated projection system with a fourth-generation Barco® SP4K laser projector, equipped with a Lightspeed DepthQ 3D system. The state-of-the-art laser projector is now illuminating the Hoglund Foundation Theater’s large screen with dazzling images featuring a brilliantly-expanded color gamut far beyond the capabilities of the former projection system.

The new projection system is complemented by a full alternative content package which allows the Perot Museum to present a far wider selection of mission-related and specialty content in the theater than ever before, as well as to turn the theater into a powerful and capable event space for everything from lectures to private rentals.

“Here at the Perot Museum, we’ve used films for years to take our visitors further into the natural world, but the new top-of-the-line digital laser technology and 3D capabilities now deployed in our theater have deepened the visual experience and impact for our visitors, delivering on our goal to foster a lifelong fascination and interest in science, nature and human culture. We’re thrilled with the stunning viewer experience of this highly advanced digital system,” said David Humphries, the Perot Museum’s Chief Operating Officer.

“We’re honored to have been selected to work closely with the Perot Museum on this important reimagining of their theater,” said Derek Threinen, Senior Vice President of Business Development for D3D. “In redefining the Perot’s museum cinema experience, a new generation of museum visitors will be inspired through unparalleled presentations of compelling stories from around the world, and beyond.”

 (more…)

New Discovery Park of America Upgrades Theater With State-of-the-art D3D 4K Digital 3D Cinema

Discovery Park of America has begun a project to upgrade the former Starship Theater incorporating a state-of-the-art laser-illuminated 4K Digital 3D projection system designed and integrated by D3D Cinema.

The new projection and sound systems include the latest high-efficiency 40,000-lumen laser projector on the market, with an advanced surround-sound system and a capable alternative-content system which will provide significant new programming capabilities in the theater.

An additional change is the renaming of the theater to “Discovery Theater.”

“For all of us at Discovery Park, this is more than just new technology and name change,” said Karl Johnson, Discovery Park of America director of information technology. “The new projection and audio system and the ability to show 3D films gives us a fun, new way to implement our mission to inspire children and adults to see beyond.”

Discovery Theater will close for the remodel on September 12 and reopen on October 8 with the 20-minute versions of two award-winning 3D films, “Dinosaurs of Antarctica 3D” and “Tiny Giants 3D.”

“Our team is honored by the trust placed in us by Discovery Park to design, integrate and support this important re-imagination of their theater,” said Derek Threinen, D3D’s Senior Vice President of Business Development. “The versatility of this new system will allow Discovery Park to open new worlds of discovery with stunningly-immersive sights and sounds from around the world, and in subjects as diverse as the museum and park itself.”

Giant Screen Films’ “Dinosaurs of Antarctica”, directed by award-winning giant screen veteran David Clark, tells the story of a changing environment at the bottom of the world where dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures once roamed freely in a lush landscape. As the climate changes again today, melting Antarctic ice is allowing discovery of the continent’s history—including the fossils of new dinosaurs.

“Tiny Giants 3D,” from BBC Earth, is an adventure film created by the award-winning nature film makers Michael Gunton (“Africa, One Life,” “Madagascar”) and Mark Brownlow (“Planet Earth,” “South Pacific”) and narrated by English actor, broadcaster and comedian Stephen Fry.

 (more…)

New Giant Screen Laser 4K 3D System to Premiere in Fall 2022

D3D Cinema is proud to announce that the Denver Museum of Nature & Science will upgrade and replace their existing IMAX Digital system with a state-of-the-art laser-illuminated 4K 3D projection system designed and integrated by D3D. The new projection and sound systems will serve as the cornerstone in a generational upgrade of the giant-screen theater in Phipps Auditorium, which will also include a renovation of the seating and other public areas of the theater.

“We are so excited to reopen our theater and welcome the community back with a new projection system and fresh programming this fall,” Denver Museum of Nature & Science President & CEO George Sparks said. “We’re excited for all the ways this new system allows us to bring the world to Denver and feature the wonder and beauty of our natural world on the giant screen. We’re grateful to the D3D Cinema team for helping ensure a smooth transition.”

“Our team is honored by the trust placed in us by the Denver Museum of Nature & Science to design, integrate and support this important re-imagination of their giant-screen theater”, said Derek Threinen, D3D’s Vice President of Business Development.  “The versatility this new system provides to the museum’s programming team will open new worlds of discovery for the next generation of Coloradans – and the stunningly-immersive visual and aural impact of the new technology deployed here will ensure these explorations are memorable.”

D3D will be integrating Barco’s latest high-efficiency 40,000-lumen laser projectors with a premium QSC surround-sound system, MDI high-gain projection screen, a capable Crestron-based alternative-content suite and an enhanced accessibility package. The newly-upgraded theater is scheduled to open to the public in Fall 2022.

 (more…)

Syracuse’s Milton J. Rubenstein Museum of Science and Technology selects D3D’s Gen2 Laser CineDome System

Evanston, IL (January 5, 2022) – D3D Cinema, in partnership with Christie®, is proud to announce that the Milton J. Rubenstein Museum of Science and Technology (MOST) in Syracuse, New York has selected D3D to provide a generational transformation of MOST’s Giant Dome theater with the installation of a stunning second generation (Gen 2) laser-illuminated, ultra high-resolution Laser CineDome projection system. The theater is scheduled to reopen in February, 2022 after a complete renovation, including new seating, flooring, lighting and an impressive new ‘NanoSeam’ dome surface.

“The team here at MOST has been aware throughout the selection process of the importance of making the right decision, since we know the impact of this choice will travel far into our future,” said Lauren Kochian, President of MOST. “We undertook a rigorous RFP process to identify the best system fit for our needs and aspirations, and found D3D’s Laser CineDome system to be by far the superior solution – providing unparalleled technical quality, unmatched programming flexibility, and definitive support. It’s a point of pride for all of us that Syracuse will be home to the finest giant-dome cinema experience available.”

“We’re thrilled to welcome MOST into the D3D Cinema family, deepening the long partnership we’ve enjoyed through provision of giant-dome experiences from our sister company Giant Screen Films over the past two decades,” said Derek Threinen, Vice President of Business Development for D3D Cinema. “We’re honored to have been selected by MOST to collaborate on this important and exciting project, which will spark curiosity and inspire the next generation of MOST visitors through an extraordinary Giant Dome experience.”

Replacing the decades-old IMAX projection system, D3D’s Laser CineDome offers a dramatic upgrade to the viewer experience – featuring ultra-high 6K resolution via a trio of advanced Christie laser projectors, providing future-forward high frame rate capability (up to 120 fps), and a brilliant new image. The state-of-the-art laser system produces incredibly vivid and lifelike images with significantly enhanced dynamic range and color gamut far beyond the capabilities of first-generation laser-illuminated projection systems. The Gen2 Laser CineDome system will bring the rich and vibrant colors of the world’s most fascinating creatures and places as well as the deepest blacks of interstellar space to MOST’s audiences, with the ability to play back virtually any digital content – be it documentary or commercial films, broadcast or streaming programming, live events, digital gaming, or even two-way video conversations with a scientist aboard a research vessel on a distant ocean or an astronaut aboard the International Space Station. In addition to designing and installing the theater’s innovative new LED lighting system, D3D will also upgrade the audio system with a dome-optimized surround-sound speaker array delivering over 25,000 watts of power for an incredibly lifelike and immersive aural experience, capable of reproducing the clap of a sonic boom from a returning spacecraft or the whisper of an evening breeze across a wilderness lake with equal fidelity.

 (more…)

D3D StreamKit – Original Content Production and Distribution for Museums

As Covid-19 continues to be an unprecedented challenge for us all, museums and institutions continue to develop innovative new means to deliver educational content and lifelong-learning programs to members, families and online students. With many school districts electing for full time or part time remote learning, the opportunity to further cultivate institutions’ commitments to content creation and distribution remains the highest priority. D3D Cinema is offering a new product and service – StreamKit – to support museums’ initiatives to reach audiences remotely – amplifying engagement with home viewers, home-learners, remote classrooms and overflow/distancing spaces.

Whether augmenting in-house production capability or entering fresh into the media/streaming business, StreamKit provides a turnkey suite of digital streaming solutions, enabling live and pre-recorded transmission of theatrical, floor programs and original content. After launching the platform in June, D3D has added, by request, a premium-level package offering called StreamKit Pro, a top-end option that includes additional components for more experienced users.

Available now in four packages – StreamKit Theater, StreamKit Go, StreamKit Media Producer, and StreamKit Pro – these products unlock a robust digital presence for museums, science centers, zoos and aquariums seeking a broader audience for mission programs and content – beyond brick-and-mortar boundaries – that can be employed in myriad ways: in-house broadcast to overflow seating zones, a weekly digest to classrooms, member and patron subscription content, live-streamed science demonstrations, webisodes, lectures, town-hall meetings and much, much more.

Contact D3D for an exploration of StreamKit’s applications, benefits, specs and pricing.

Learn More about StreamKit.
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